
abrasion Copernican revolution expansion of the universe
absolute age Coriolis Effect evidence from sedimentary rock
acceleration cosmic fossil radiation
age of the universe crater fossil evidence radio wave
air mass cross-cutting fossil fuels radioactive dating
air mass circulation crust fossil record radioactive decay
air movement crustal deformation galaxy radioactive isotope
altitude of Polaris crustal plate movement gamma ray recrystallization
anemometer crystal geologic evidence rock breakage
apparent movement of the stars crystal geologic force rock composition
apparent movement of the Sun current geologic time rock cycle
asteroid cycle geologic time scale rock sequence
asteroid impact day geological dating satellite
astronomical distance debris geological shift sea floor spreading
astronomy decay rate gravitational force sediment deposition
atmosphere deforestation greenhouse gas sedimentary rock
atmospheric change delta ground water sedimentation
atmospheric composition density history of the universe segregation
atmospheric layers density igneous rock seismic wave
atmospheric pressure deposition inertia Solar System formation
atomic arrangement dewpoint light year star brightness
axis direct lithosphere star composition
barometer discharge metallic surface star destruction
bedrock Doppler effect metamorphic rock star formation
Big Bang theory Earth system meteor star size
capillarity earthquake meteor impact star system
carbon dioxide Earth's age microwave star temperature
celestial Earth's atmosphere Milky Way galaxy star types
celestial body Earth's axis mineral states of matter
changes in the Earth's surface Earth's climate molten rock stellar energy
circulation Earth's crust Moon's orbit Sun's radiation
cleavage Earth's elements Moon's phases surface run-off
climate Earth's external energy sourcesmountain building tide
climate Earth's formation nuclear fusion ultraviolet radiation
climate change Earth's gravity ocean currents unequal heating of air
climatic pattern Earth's internal energy sourcesorganic matter unequal heating of land masses
cold front Earth's layers origin of the universe unequal heating of oceans
comet Earth's orbit ozone universe
comet Earth's rotation phase change volcanic eruption
comet impact eclipse physical properties water cycle
composition electromagnetic field planet wavelength
condensation electromagnetic radiation planet orbits weather
conduction electromagnetic spectrum planet size weather conditions
constellation electromagnetic wave plate boundary weather patterns
contact metamorphism elliptical orbits plate collision weathered rock
contour map erosion plate tectonics weathering
convection erosion resistance precipitation wind
convection current evaporation pressure wind patterns
convergent evidence for the Big Bang theory x-ray

"If you don't have vocabulary for a content area, you don't know the content area—
and that's what opens the door for us. We can actually build background knowledge 

by directly teaching certain vocabulary in a certain way." ~ Robert Marzano

Earth Science


